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In 1980, Great Britain’s National Trust recommissioned Gondola, an 1859 steam-powered vessel for 86 passengers styled 
after a Venetian gondola, on Coniston Water in Cumbria, England. The 86 ft. long vessel is powered by a twin cylinder, ‘V-90’ 
configured double-acting steam engine that generates a maximum torque of 8,000 Nm (5,900 lb.ft.) with a service speed of 
approx. 8 knots. 

To bring the boat back to life, a Bibby Resilient Series grid coupling was installed between the steam engine crankshaft and 
the propeller shaft. The coupling was an excellent choice for the propulsion drivetrain since torsional flexibility and alignment 
damping were primary concerns for steam engines, which have very high-torque, and significant expansion/contraction 
characteristics. 

Over four decades later in 2022, operators noticed a knocking noise at higher RPMs, and shortly after a change of speed. The 
grid coupling was suspected to be a possible source of the noise. The boat’s manager sent photos of the coupling to Bibby for 
help in determining whether he needed to replace the coupling. 

Upon viewing the photos, a Bibby engineer identified the coupling as a Type C and Size 212. While the coupling’s hubs and 
cover remained in good condition, the gridmember was corroded and worn. It 
has since been found that the coupling was not the source of the knock, but 
the gridmember was replaced as a precaution anyway. 

A marine renewable energy technology company, needed a heavy-duty brake for the latest version of its river power generation 
system. When submerged, the river’s current turns multiple crossflow turbines which drive a single generator. The resulting 
emission-free electricity is transported via cable, directly into existing remote community grids.

The OEM contacted Wichita Clutch for a fully-submerged, robust, dynamic braking and holding solution that would prevent 
undesirable, potentially damaging rotation of the turbines when the system is shut down in an emergency or when parked 
during periods when river flow and weather conditions prohibit operation.

A spring-set, oil-immersed HBS brake in a fully enclosed water tight supporting structure was selected for this challenging 
renewable energy application. The multiplate ‘wet brake’ solution provides a stopping and holding torque capacity of 27,000 
Nm and dissipates the stopping energy by transfer into a store of cooling oil contained within the sump of the structure.    

To meet customer ‘plug and play’ requirements, Wichita engineers also 
developed an integrated HPU and control module that is close coupled to  
the brake structure and protected by a stainless steel dome cover.

For more information, 
download P-8981-BB from 
www.AltraLiterature.com

For more information, 
download P-8985-WC from 
www.AltraLiterature.com

PRODUCTS: Bibby 42-Year-Old Grid Coupling for a Steam Yacht Gondola

PRODUCTS: Wichita Clutch HBS Brake for River Current Turbine
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In 1980, Great Britain’s National Trust recommissioned Gondola, an 1859 steam-powered  

vessel for 86 passengers styled after a Venetian gondola, on Coniston Water in Cumbria, 

England. The 86 ft. long vessel is powered by a twin cylinder, ‘V-90’ configured double-acting 

steam engine that generates a maximum torque of 8,000 Nm (5,900 lb.ft.) with a service 

speed of approx. 8 knots. 

To bring the boat back to life, a Bibby Resilient Series grid coupling was installed between the 

steam engine crankshaft and the propeller shaft. The coupling was an excellent choice for the 

propulsion drivetrain since torsional flexibility and alignment damping were primary concerns 

for steam engines, which have very high-torque, and significant expansion/contraction  

characteristics. 

Over four decades later in 2022, operators noticed a knocking noise at higher RPMs, and 

shortly after a change of speed. The grid coupling was suspected to be a possible source of 

the noise. The boat’s manager sent photos of the coupling to Bibby for help in determining 

whether he needed to replace the coupling. 

Upon viewing the photos, a Bibby engineer identified the coupling as a Type C and Size 

212. While the coupling’s hubs and cover remained in good condition, the gridmember was 

corroded and worn. It has since been found that the coupling was not the source of the knock, 

but the gridmember was replaced as a precaution anyway. 

Fortunately for Gondola, Bibby still manufactures a standard issue RC212 coupling, and was 

able to quickly ship a replacement gridmember. Bibby was also able to confirm the availability 

of parts and support for the future. 

Application Profile

42-Year-Old Grid Coupling

Steam Yacht Gondola 
Product

Application

Highlights

• Proven long-lasting  

   performance 

•  Accommodates  

misalignment

• Absorbs vibration

Application Profile

HBS Brake

River Current Turbine
Product

Application
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Highlights
A marine renewable energy technology company needed a heavy-duty brake for the latest version 

of its river power generation system. When submerged, the river’s current flow turns multiple 

crossflow turbines which drive a single generator. The resulting emission-free electricity is 

transported via cable, directly into existing remote community grids.

The river power generation system is specifically designed for reliable operation in remote and 

rural regions where communities have no access to traditional energy infrastructure.

The system’s low vertical profile allows for deployment in shallower rivers with no visible

surface features. A towable pontoon support structure features a ‘self-deploying/self-retrieving’ 

remotely-activated buoyancy system.

The OEM contacted Wichita Clutch for a fully-submerged, robust, dynamic braking and holding 

solution that would prevent undesirable, potentially damaging rotation of the turbines when 

the system is shut down in an emergency or when parked during periods when river flow and 

weather conditions prohibit operation.

A spring-set, oil-immersed HBS brake in a fully enclosed water tight supporting structure was 

selected for this challenging renewable energy application. The multiplate ‘wet brake’ solution 

provides a stopping and holding torque capacity of 27,000 Nm and dissipates the stopping 

energy by transfer into a store of cooling oil contained within the wet sump of the structure.    

To meet customer ‘plug and play’ requirements, Wichita engineers also developed an integrated 

HPU and control module that was close coupled to the brake structure and protected by use of  

a hinged metal spun, stainless steel dome cover with a dual O-ring sealing system.

• Spring-set, hydraulic  

   released, oil-immersed  

   brake with integrated foot  

   mounted support structure 

   and integral bearing  

   supported shaft for easy     

   customer connection via a  

   shaft coupling

• Fully enclosed design  

   suitable for river submersion  

   up to 30 meter depths

• 27,000 Nm of stopping  

   torque

• Integrated electro hydraulic  

   power unit with MODBUS  

   TCP control, featuring  

   internal and external  

   monitoring and braking  

   profile control

• Variable stopping torque 

   profiles can be achieved by 

   adjustment of the hydraulic  

   controlling pressure decay

US (Application Assistance)

1-800-964-3262
wichitaclutch.com

Europe
+44 (0) 1234 350311

wichitaclutch.co.uk

Australia/Pacific

+61 2 9622 1333
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Twiflex Ltd. recently supplied brakes to a major offshore winch manufacturer based in the Netherlands for use on ship-to-
ship mooring winches. During towing operations, if the tow cable tension is greater than 30 tons, due to the action of the 
waves between the two vessels, the brakes slip to protect the winch and cable. When the load is below 30 tons, the cable is 
reeled in.

Twiflex VKSD-FL (floating) spring-applied, hydraulically-released brakes were supplied, each rated at 119 KN braking force 
for a 2mm pad air gap.

• Each of the two onboard winches utilize VKSD-FL brakes acting on a 1500mm dia. x 40mm thick extended drum flange

• Unique ‘parked-off’ feature

• Non-asbestos lining materials with large pad areas 
for maximum heat dissipation

For more information, 
download P-7801-TF from 
www.AltraLiterature.com

We are pleased to announce that A+S Vertriebs GMBH Hamburg has become a Twiflex Brand 
reseller. They were founded in 1978 as a service partner for freewheels, backstops and overrunning 
couplings by Stieber. Since that time, they have evolved into a worldwide acting specialist for 
power transmission with more than 6.000 different products, all by well-known manufacturers from 
Germany, Europe and the US. 

They are a traditional family business with outstanding customer service. 

A+S Vertriebs GMBH attaches particular importance to the highest level of consulting expertise. In this way, niche products 
and corresponding services can also be delivered with pinpoint accuracy.

PRODUCTS: Twiflex VKSD-FL Spring Applied Brakes for Vessel Towing Winches

DISTRIBUTOR FOCUS: A+S Vertriebs GMBH
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• Spring-applied,  

   hydraulically-released  

   stopping and parking brake

• Non-asbestos lining 

   materials with large pad 

   areas for maximum heat 

   dissipation

•  Nominal 119 kN braking force 

• Capable of up to 2 million     

cycles (spring fatigue life)             

depending on rating

• Unique ‘parked-off’ feature

VKSD-FL Spring-Applied Brakes

Vessel Towing Winches
Product

Application

Highlights
Twiflex Ltd., along with their local distribution partner Intertech b.v., recently supplied 

brakes to a major offshore winch manufacturer based in the Netherlands for use on ship-

to-ship towing winches. The brakes are used to limit tension in the towing cable and are 

required to slip briefly if the peak loading condition is exceeded.

Twiflex VKSD-FL (floating) spring-applied, hydraulically-released brakes were supplied, 

each rated at a nominal 119 KN braking force for a 2mm pad air gap. Depending on 

the settings, the brake design is capable of over 2 million cycles (spring fatigue life) and 

features a unique ‘parked-off’ system (a maintenance condition under which no hydraulic 

pressure is present in the brake, and the spring pack is fully relaxed; the unit may be set, 

adjusted and maintained with no stored energy present).

During towing operations, if the tow cable tension exceeds 30 tons, due to the action of 

the waves between the two vessels, the brakes slip to protect the winch and cable. If the 

load is below 30 tons the cable is reeled in. The operation repeats itself  

(in bad weather) several times until the ship is alongside. 

Each of the two onboard winches utilize VKSD-FL brakes acting on a 1500mm dia. x 

40mm thick extended drum flange (stainless steel) with a total braking capacity available 

of 234 kNm. The brakes are actively controlled and monitored by the customer’s 

hydraulic system which regulates back pressure to ensure the desired torque is achieved.  

All equipment was supplied fully prepared for marine use (EN plate) with external 

surfaces painted to ISO 12944-5 : 2007 – C5M in signal red RAL3001 to meet the 

customer’s specification.

Application Profile

For a complete list of our 

global sales offices visit:

altramotion.com/contactusUK
+44 (0) 20 8894 1161

twiflex.com

Germany
+49 (0) 6221 304719

twiflex.de
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SERVICE AND REPAIR: Bibby Coupling Refurbishment at Twiflex

When one of six terminal operators 
at the massive Bacton Gas Terminal, 
located on the North Sea coast of the 
United Kingdom needed one of their 
couplings refurbished, they approached 
the Bibby Team. The Terminal processes 
Gas from nearby offshore drilling 
platforms delivered via several large 
diameter pipelines, and can process up 
to 1,000 mil. cu. ft. of gas per day. 

In this case the customer holding local spares mitigates the risk of unplanned downtime 
by providing a readily available alternative, when crucial operating equipment must be removed from service. The Bibby high 
performance 305S Torquemeter disc coupling, installed between a gas turbine and a high speed compressor had been in service 
for more than 23 years. Perhaps worn or damaged by corrosion or contamination, or from operation in an exceptionally harsh 
environment, it was removed from operation and substituted by the ready-to-use replacement, then returned to the Bibby team for 
a health check and any necessary refurbishment. 

Within two weeks of its arrival at Bibby’s Bedford, UK facility, the coupling was disassembled and removed from the bearing 
casing, and within six weeks, it was on its way back to the customer as a fully working refurbished coupling.

Steps to Recertification
The recertification process returns a coupling to condition comparable to a brand-new unit, at a greatly reduced cost to the 
customer. In doing so, wear or damage from time-in-service is rectified. 

• To determine the extent of this requirement, the process begins with complete strip down and inspection.
• A summary report is generated documenting all the remedial work  

(and replacement components) required. 
• All hardware items are replaced as a matter of course (including the 

disc packs, shims and fittings).
• MPI inspection of critical components (i.e. those in the torque path) 

ensure that even hidden damage is identified and addressed.
• Application of the appropriate protective coatings.
• Balancing of the rebuilt coupling is carried out according to the 

original specification.

Disc couplings are not ‘consumables’ and may generally 
be considered maintenance-free. If the wear or damage 
characteristics highlight an underlying design or operational 
issue, recertification can be a time to introduce modifications or 
enhancements that may extend the periods between maintenance 
interventions.

Follow Twiflex on LinkedIn
www.linkedin.com/company/twiflex/

You may have noticed more content on social 
media – we encourage you to view our posts and 
videos on LinkedIn. Check out, like and comment on 
the videos. Let us know what you think and share 
similar success stories. 

Social Media: Visit Us on LinkedIn

For more information,  
download P-8913-BB from  
www.AltraLiterature.com

Before Rebuild

After  
Rebuild

Gas Terminal Compressor

High Performance Disc Coupling RebuildApplication

Service

Highlights
One of six terminal operators at the massive Bacton Gas Terminal, located on the North Sea 

coast of the United Kingdom, needed one of their couplings refurbished. Gas from nearby  

offshore drilling platforms is delivered to the terminal via several large diameter pipelines.  

The facility can process up to 1,000 mil. cu. ft. of gas per day. 

A Bibby high performance 305S Torquemeter disc coupling, installed between a gas turbine 

and a high speed compressor, had been in service for more than 23 years so the operators 

decided to swap in a spare coupling and send the original coupling to Bibby for a “health 

check” and any necessary refurbishment.

The unique coupling, with a peak torque rating of 100 kNm and a max speed of 7700 RPM, 

features an integrated torque meter that measures the efficiency of the high speed drive to 

ensure maximum output.

Within two weeks of its arrival at Bibby’s Bedford, UK facility, the coupling was  

disassembled and removed from the bearing casing. All components were cleaned,  

de-greased and checked. Major components were shot blasted. Utilizing a CMM, the critical 

dimensions of all parts were checked against the original coupling drawings. A thorough MPI 

inspection was performed and a written detailed inspection report, including photos of any 

defects, was sent to the customer.  

 
After the refurbishment quote was approved, all flexible elements and hardware was  

replaced. The coupling was then re-phosphated, re-assembled and balanced prior to  

shipping. The rebuilt coupling was returned to “like new” condition and delivered to the  

customer with a full 1-year warranty.
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• All components were 

   cleaned, de-greased and 

   checked

• Major components were  

   shot blasted

• Critical dimension checks  

   completed on all parts

• MPI inspection performed

• Written inspection report 

   prepared

• All flexible elements and  

   hardware replaced 

 • Unit was phosphated,  

   re-assembled and balanced  

   prior to shipping  

• Returned to “like new”  

   condition with full 1-Year  

   warranty

Service Profile

Before Rebuild

After  
Rebuild
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